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Land Degradation and Runoff Changes
in the Highlands of Ethiopia
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This map was composed by K. Hurni (CDE) using
MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields data available at
the Global Land Cover Facility (for more information
see: http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).
Centre for Development and Environment,
Institute of Geography, University of Bern.
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Figure 1: Present day tree and forest cover in Ethiopia as modified by agricultural activities during the last 5000 years (Hurni in prep.)
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Deforestation
Deforestation in Ethiopia has been a major land degradation
process induced by farmers who wanted to change forest land
for use as grassland and cropland. Most areas that currently
have more than 3% tree cover are assumed to have been forested about 5000 years ago. Especially in the past millennium,
the north-central highlands were a focus of agricultural expansion, where currently a 3-19% tree cover can be observed (cf.
Fig. 1). The zone with 19-40% canopy cover has been heavily
deforested particularly in the past 50 years (cf. Fig. 3).
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Conclusion
Land degradation remains a main threat to sustainable agricultural development, and the soils on slopes could be completely
washed away within few generations. However, wise management of vegetation cover and soil structural measures have the
potential to significantly reduce land degradation and improve
agricultural production. Widespread application of these measures has been, and must still be supported by government and
the rural society.

Soil degradation and runoff changes
Besides deforestation, soil erosion is a further process of land
degradation. Agricultural activities and associated soil erosion have led to severe and widespread soil degradation. This
is still threatening agricultural production despite a number of
soil and water conservation measures introduced decades ago.
Land use change and advanced land degradation have also increased direct surface runoff (cf. Fig. 2), thereby benefitting
lowland areas such as those in Sudan and Egypt, to which
water is drained. With runoff the sedimentation rates also increased, posing problems for the reservoirs in the lowlands.
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Figure 3: Intensive land cover and land use changes in Anjeni
Research Site near Debre Markos mainly occurred between 1950
and 1980 according to Gete Zeleke (2000) (Photo by H. Hurni 1984)
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Posters play an important role in research communication. Not only can they
summarise work conducted on a certain subject: good posters will also trigger
important thoughts and discussions among the audience when they are
presented at a conference.

But how can a poster catch the attention of the public in the first place?

The aim of this brief handbook is to facilitate the preparation of attractive and
informative posters. Furthermore, these guidelines provide information about
formal requirements for posters that should follow the NCCR North-South
Corporate Design.

Why a consistent design?
There are countless ways of designing a poster and every subject requires a
different application of these options. Therefore it is neither possible nor desirable
to standardise a poster design as a whole. However, consistent use and specific
adoption of certain formal elements are essential to integrate posters into the framework of the NCCR North-South Corporate Design and Corporate Identity. By unifying
all design aspects in a standardised and powerful appearance, the NCCR NorthSouth Corporate Design fulfils an important function: it triggers recognition of a
common NCCR North-South identity. This is of great importance for both external
and internal purposes. Integrating your poster into this layout framework will make
it clear to everyone that your research was carried out within a research programme
with an international scope. Your project will be given more “weight” through
this corporate identity.
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Formal requirements of the NCCR North-South
Corporate Design
Poster size:

Preferably A,  x  cm
(this can be downsized to A4 format)

Font:

Lucida Sans STD

Line spacing:

At least 3 pt. more than font size

Choose a font size that will allow you to distribute A4 copies of your
poster to the people who come and look at it (handouts).

Basic design:

White logo on
coloured column
on the left

Basic Design Colors:
Orange
Office: RGB:

Blue

100 %

B=25%

Print:

Pantone

CMYK:

C=0% M = 5 0 % Y=100% K = 0 %

Screen: RGB:

100 %

R=100% G=65%

R = 2 5 0 G=129

75 %

50 %

Office:

RGB:

Print:

Pantone

CMYK:

C=45%

Screen:

RGB:

75 %

144

R=50%

B=8

25 %

G=72%

B=80%

550
M=0% Y=0%

K=25%

R = 1 4 7 G=178

B=185

25 %

50 %
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Layout
Unlike other publications, posters are not meant to be read but rather to be
browsed through rapidly. Only if certain elements catch the attention of the viewer,
will contents be read more thoroughly, allowing discussions to arise.

Do not overload your poster! The
objective of a poster is not to deliver
as much information as possible on
the small space available: instead,
choose the layout, the structure and
the elements with a view to having
an immediate visual impact on the
people who will be your audience.

Overloaded?

Photo: lwtc247.wordpress.com

Catching the eye of a specific audience is not the only design criterion:
remember that each theme will make different demands on the design. A
universally valid formula for poster design does not exist and the layout
of individual posters should be carefully adjusted to the requirements of the
audience, the content and the message one wants to convey.

Note that an academic audience may have completely different expectations
from development and policy experts. It is vital that you adapt your
poster to these expectations.

Structure
The poster’s structure is an important design element, as it significantly affects
the readability and the impact of the poster on the viewer. As the various structure
types accentuate the elements of a poster in different ways, it is worthwhile thinking
through structure options carefully, especially as redesigning the structure of a
poster is very time consuming.This will allow you to identify the structure that best
meets the individual requirements of the subject treated in the poster.
The two-column poster

Natural Resource Management for Sustainable
Livelihoods
Aida Gareeva, Central Asian Mountain Partnership (CAMP), Kyrgyzstan; Daniel Maselli, Centre for Development and Environment
(CDE), University of Bern, Switzerland

Central Asia’s mountains have always played a central role in providing natural resources for
people’s livelihoods. It is a real challenge to survey, understand and analyse all extremes in a
search for ways to achieve more harmonious coexistence, allowing different paths of development. Moreover, the effects of globalisation – including climate change – are likely to add more
challenges in this already dynamic region.

Purpose of the CAMP brochure
• To provide an easily readable and well illustrated overview
of the current understanding and state of Central Asia’s
mountain regions.
• To capitalise on the experiences gained by members of
the successor organisations of the Central Asian Mountain
Partnership (CAMP) Programme, which was launched in
Central Asia in 2000 by CDE, Switzerland. CAMP put considerable efforts into developing relevant approaches and
tools focusing on livelihood improvement and natural resource management.
• To effectively disseminate good practices while helping to
avoid repeating past mistakes.

Contents

5
Setting the scene
Man and the land:
From nomadism to modern farming

Natural Resource Management
for Sustainable Livelihoods
Challenges and Trends in Central Asian Mountain Regions

Challenges, processes and
their dynamics

18

Water and energy

22

14

25

Pathways to a better
future

34

Socio-Cultural transformation

27

CAMP’s integrated understanding

36

29

CAMP’s main tools

40

Struggling towards new societal rules
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Synthesis
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Figure 3: Power consumption by Kyrgyzstan and power production at
the Toktogul hydro power plant:
1. Regime for irrigation before 1991
2. Regime for energy
3. Power consumption

42
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Generating new income opportunities

44
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46

Promoting open dialogue

47

Synthesis and perspectives

48

Figure 1: Cover page and contents of brochure

New tools for a better future
The principle of cooperation through partnerships among actors
at all levels and integrated understanding of livelihoods and
natural resources in mountain regions have brought forward
a range of concrete practical tools. They have been applied,
tested, adapted and further developed in the Kyrgyz, Tajik and
Kazakh rural mountain context.

Introduction and exhibition of energy solution

Village decision and nomination of Energy Committee

2

alatoo

2

1000

8
11
13

Synthesis

Economy: To have and have not

Climate change: A global problem

3

1500

6

Endless mountains
Struggling for survival

16

Current land use and resources

gW/h

2000

1

Posters in two columns are very reader friendly,
especially when they contain little flowtext (approx.
1000 characters) but a lot of other elements such
as bulleted lists figures or tables. Indeed, the twocolumn structure provides a sense of order that is
simple to follow and does not distract from the
content. This allows the designer to focus the
viewer’s attention on the subject.

Implementation

4

Certification

5

Cycles of continuous improvement

6

Water for food or water for electricity? – one typical issue
of antagonistic facets of Central Asia

3

Team building and planning

Figure 4: Six stages of the CAMP Energy Efficiency Program (EEP)

Figure 2: Stored water can be used for energy and agriculture,
provided it is managed in time
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Synthesis and perspectives
While some challenges lie mainly in the hands of political and
economic leaders, as well as in each individual household and
person living in the region, others with a broader scope are not
completely representative of Central Asia alone. As a consequence, outside actors have to help share the burden and must
also take some responsibility as well.
Building on complementarities and increasing cooperation
may be a better way to find solutions to persisting problems.
In this, future leaders in all domains will be expected and requested to act as models.

The three-column poster

Partnership Actions for Mitigating Syndromes:
A Bridge between Research and Society
Management Centre, NCCR North-South, Switzerland

A three-column structure is particularly suitable for
posters that contain a relatively large amount of text
(approx. 1500 characters). The optical division of the
text into smaller parts will increase the willingness of
the public to also read longer texts. But bear in mind
that more columns also mean more (and narrower!)
rows. The movement of the eye will therefore
be interrupted more often, which significantly reduces
the readability of the text and overall poster, and puts
a strain on the viewer’s absorbing capacity.

Partnership Actions for Mitigating Syndromes (PAMS) are a vehicle for testing the applicability
of development research results. Each project is designed to implement strategies developed jointly by researchers and local stakeholders. Based on a transdisciplinary approach to
development research, PAMS are meant to promote mutual learning and knowledge-sharing
between academic and non-academic partners in sustainable development.
PAMS – a practice-oriented
component of the NCCR
North-South
Partnership Actions are projects of limited financial scope and duration, implemented by local actors in partnership with scientific and non-scientific
stakeholders. In close connection with
research efforts, PAMS implement and
test approaches, methods and tools developed in research, in order to identify
promising strategies and potentials for
sustainable development.

The conceptual framework

As they are linked to NCCR NorthSouth research projects, PAMS provide
concrete opportunities for transdisciplinary research and practice. The NCCR
North-South’s focus on transdisciplinarity is based on the assumption that
merging scientific and non-scientific
knowledge in a social learning process is the best way to move forward in
the search for sustainable development
strategies. Acknowledging the importance of social learning, the concept

of PAMS thus places these processes
at the centre of the projects. PAMS
projects – irrespective of their topic,
objectives and planned activities –
should enable social learning between
all stakeholders concerned. The participatory approach ought to ensure that
the project and its aims are supported
by all stakeholders and benefit both the
research and the target communities.

Information for migrants:
a radio programme for rural
areas in Nepal
Labour migration from Nepal to India
has a long-standing history. An increasing number of young Nepalis migrate
to India, the Gulf and other countries in
search of labour to secure a livelihood.
Nevertheless, neither a sound migration
policy nor information mechanisms for
migrants exist in Nepal to date.

Figure1: Listeners’ clubs were established to
collectively listen to the radio programme,
collect feedback, and disseminate information on migration issues in their localities.

Figure 2: The POURAKHI radio programme
broadcasts information on practical issues
and the potentials and risks of labour migration from Nepal to India and other countries.

Linked with research on labour migration from Far-West Nepal to India and
other countries, a radio programme was
set up which broadcasted news and information on migration related topics,
such as remittances, labour rights, security and health issues. Listeners’ clubs
and special features of the programme
that present feedback and questions from

listeners as well as interviews with experts and migrant returnees, stimulated discussions and raised awareness of
migration and related livelihood issues
on the national level. The radio show
revealed a demand for information on
labour out-migration from Nepal, not
only for migrants and their families, but
also for policy makers. Due to the great

popularity of the programme, some issues were re-broadcast by regional radio stations. The project was continued
in a second phase, linked to an NCCR
North-South research project on translocal livelihoods. The radio programme
attracted various donors and was eventually institutionalised long-term.

Figure 3: After the participatory mapping
exercise, data layers were processed and
imported into a GIS-environment by the LUO
project technical team.

Linked to a PhD study on Information Technology and Spatial Analysis
in development research, a Local Urban Observatory (LUO) project was
designed to provide a framework for
sustainable urban development by
building technical skills and improving participation by local stakeholders in decision-making processes. To
achieve this goal, the project relied
on the potentials of geo-processing
tools to provide up-to-date information to local authorities and the community. In an inclusive project team
consisting of members of various local stakeholder groups, data were collected and software was developed.
The LUO promotes the active involvement of stakeholders in urban
development and avails the local
authorities of a tool and a database

A Local Urban Observatory
(LUO) for urban development
In Kenya, rapid population growth in
urban areas and weak public institutions
pose severe problems for the provision
of basic services, information management and sustainable urban development strategies.

Figure 4: The main element of the NakInfo
interface is a digital map with a high-resolution
satellite image in the background, onto which
the user can display one or several layers of
spatial information. A legend allows for the easier
understanding of the symbology and a query tool
provides tabular information on selected map
elements.

that they can use for the formulation of
policies adapted to the local context.

The vertically divided poster
Transdisciplinary Approaches in Managing
a World Heritage Site
Astrid Wallner, Centre for Development and Environment (CDE), University of Bern, Switzerland; Ursula Schüpbach, CDE; Stephan
Rist, CDE; Urs Wiesmann, CDE

Management of the Jungfrau-Aletsch-Bietschhorn World Heritage Site (WHS) in Switzerland faces
a challenge from the interplay of conservation and economic development. Transdisciplinary
approaches were used in order to elaborate basic conditions to preserve ecologic stability and
inherent natural beauty without preventing sustainable regional development.

This reader-friendly configuration is an adequate
structure if figures are used that fill up the whole
width of the poster.

Figure 1: Stakeholder discussion in the Jungfrau-Aletsch-Bietschhorn World Heritage Site (Photo by Jungfrauzeitung 2005)

Transdisciplinarity
• Is the result of coordination and cooperation within the scientific community and a debate between research and society at large.
• Acknowledges that there is not only scientific knowledge
but that knowledge exists and is produced in societal fields
other than science.
Transdisciplinarity requires the involvement of all major
stakeholders by participatory processes.
An in-depth study of the multi-stakeholder participatory process initiated in the Jungfrau-Aletsch-Bietschhorn WHS revealed potentials and limitations of transdisciplinary approaches.
Potentials
• Actively foster local initiatives for sustainable regional
development and thereby enhance local people’s sense of
ownership of the region.
• Address contradictory expectations regarding the issue of
conservation and economic development.
Objectives

100%
100%

Limitations
• Legal norms and framework conditions defined by the
state government cannot be negotiated in a regional / local
context.
• Possibility of a shift in the existing balance of power between
the involved stakeholders.
• Connected to the political and economic dynamics of the
geographical and historical contexts.

1

100%
100%
22

1

Stakeholder categories

1

Agriculture/forestry
Agriculture / forestry
Tourismm
Touris

22

88

Transport / crafts / trade

Tr ans port/craf t/trade
Nature conservation

Na
ture cons
ervation
Education
/ culture
Public administration
Education/culture

77

33

50%

50%

77

“Nowadays they do what they want”:
Sexual Stereotyping of Young Urban Women

Conclusion
Preserving global values is dependent on local development,
local action, and local actors transdisciplinary approaches
foster management as mutual learning.

Measures

1

88

• Ascertain key concerns for all involved stakeholders.
• Facilitate debates on the role of key issues and thereby
initiate social learning processes and contributing to mutual
learning.

33

Public adminis tration
Pathways to development and conservation

1 Maintenanc e of current conservation status
2 Reinforcement of nature protection

Patricia Schwärzler, Swiss Tropical Institute (STI), Switzerland; Brigit Obrist, STI

In the age of AIDS, sexual stereotypisation of young women in Ouagadougou is an expression
of uncertainty induced by rapid and uncontrolled urbanisation accompanied by drastic economic,
social and gender transformations. Despite being one of the most vulnerable groups, young
women are accused of spreading HIV through their social and sexual practices.

Figure 2: Acceptance
of objectives and
measures related
to the basic orientation of pathways to
development and
conservation by
different stakeholder
categories in the
case of the JungfrauAletsch-Bietschhorn
World Heritage Site
(Wiesmann et al. 2005)

3 Preservation of current cultural landscape
4 Increased economic use of space and resource s

66

44

66

44

5 Improved planning for regional development
6 Sensitization and awareness creation

5

5

7 Enhancement of regional resource cycles

5

5

8 Concerted promotion and marketing

It also supports the popular “sandwich layout”, in
which pictures and text are arranged alternately.

Figure 1: Street scenery in a peri-urban neighbourhood in Ouagadougou (Photo by P. Schwärzler)

Rapid urban growth and its ecological, economic, social
and political consequences are major issues in Africa. From
1980-2000 the urbanisation rate more than doubled in Ouagadougou. Today nearly 10% of the national population lives
in this capital city and more than 50% of the inhabitants are
below 20 years of age. Youths are especially affected by the
economic consequences of urbanisation, as more than 65% of
the unemployed are under 24 years old.
This rapid urban growth also affects the health of the people
who live in these cities. From the perspective of older city
dwellers, the newly developing social and sexual practices of
the young are interpreted as a corollary of the urbanisation and
modernisation process. They especially blame young women

Education and Training in the NCCR North-South

for spreading HIV/AIDS through uncontrolled and multiple
sexual relations, even with married men.
For young women, transactional sexual relations with older and
wealthier men relate to the cultural notion of reciprocal gifts in
the sexual domain. They adopt this strategy to cope with economic hardship, to gain access to prestigious consumer goods,
and to construct a more independent gender identity than they
are culturally assigned. There is evidence that their practices
make them especially vulnerable to HIV, for they present the
highest prevalence rates of all age and gender groups (1.4%),
though this is relatively low in the African context. Socially,
they risk losing their reputation and their chances on the matrimonial market.

Management Centre, NCCR North-South, Switzerland

Institutional and individual capacity development in the North and the South is a major longterm goal of the NCCR North-South. Due to the broad-based nature of this research programme,
special efforts are made to provide specific education and training programmes for master’s
students, PhD candidates, and post-doctoral researchers.
Challenges in Education and Training
Research issues such as syndromes of global change and pathways to sustainable development are of great societal relevance and therefore complex. They require intense interaction
between many scientific disciplines and close partnership between scientific and non-academic actors (transdisciplinarity).
The Education and Training (E&T) component of the NCCR
North-South faces the following challenges:
• Heterogeneity: more than 20 scientific disciplines with different experience, agendas, motivations, and ways of thinking.
• Cultural differences: Asian, African, Latin American and European researchers start from different educational cultures.
• Absence of blue-print solutions: The innovative character
of research and the disciplinary and cultural diversity of researchers require innovative training approaches.
• Networking: inter- and transdisciplinary research involves
time-consuming networking that competes with the disciplinary demands of research and publishing.

Figure 2: Women selling edibles on the market (Photo by P. Schwärzler)

Figure 1: Inter- and transdisciplinary work require teamwork and
fine-tuning.

• Transfer and communication: Integration of different disciplines calls for specific management and communication
skills.
An Outline of Education & Training

Graduate School

Board

The political mandate and the long-term goal of the NCCR
North-South is to establish the foundations for advanced NorthSouth research in sustainable development.

RESEARCH

Specialised
integrated
training at the
international
level
Thematic and
transversal
research projects

Doctoral
programme in
Switzerland

MEMBERS

MEMBERS

In view of the envisaged structural effects of the NCCR NorthSouth, preparations are underway to initiate an ‘Inter-university
Graduate School on Global Change, Innovation and Sustainable Development’ between the Universities of Bern, Basel
and Zurich.

SWISS UNIVERSITIES

In concrete terms, the aim is to strengthen existing research
capacities and to anchor the structures of development-oriented
research and training in Switzerland.

Directorate

Management Centre
EDUCATION

UNIVERSITIES IN PARTNER REGIONS

Figure 2: Integrated Training Course 2004 – researchers and herders
in the Kyrgyz Tien Shan mountains.

To meet these challenges, E&T focuses on three levels:
(1) Basic training and regular supervision ensure that students have the required disciplinary skills and the theoretical and methodological background in their fields of
competence.
(2) Regional Training Courses (RTCs) emphasise interdisciplinary group work on topics of regional relevance. They
address aspects of transdisciplinarity by combining classroom learning and encounters with other actors in their
socio-economic and biophysical environments.
(3) Integrated Training Courses / Capitalization on Experience (ITCs) promote interdisciplinary work, presentation,
and scientific writing in intense output-oriented group work,
and invite researchers to make contributions to key issues
of the NCCR North-South.
All training and education efforts are complemented by webbased knowledge sharing and distance learning tools open to
all team members.

Partnership Actions

This school is intended to provide a permanent framework for
research and training at the graduate and post-graduate levels,
both in Switzerland and in partner regions around the world.

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3: Components and organization of the proposed
graduate school in sustainable research.

Furthermore, this structure will allow you to make
clear divisions between individual parts and display
them as independent components.
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Colours
The use of colours strongly determines the ability to catch the audience’s attention.

Black and white illustrations should be avoided if possible.
Test this yourself:
Quite spontaneously, which of the two posters would you rather read?
Microbial Risks Posed by Activities in
Klong Luang Municipality

Accessibility, Environmental Dynamics and
Socioeconomic Disparities

Narong Surinkul, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand

Michael Epprecht, Centre for Development and Environment (CDE), University of Bern, Switzerland; Andreas Heinimann, CDE;
Peter Messerli, CDE; Dietrich Schmidt-Vogt, Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand; Urs Wiesmann, CDE

Due to rapid urbanisation in recent decades, a number of peri-urban areas in Thailand have
sanitation systems inadequate for management of domestic waste. Results of Quantitative
Microbiological Risk Assessment (QMRA) revealed high infection risk due to activities such as
swimming in the canal, fishing, canal vegetation, irrigation using canal water on farmland, and
raw vegetable consumption.

Poverty and environmental degradation are often thought to be causally connected. While access
to natural resources is a determining factor for environmental dynamics and human well-being,
social distances are a determining factor for whether accessibility leads to actual access, thereby
impacting individual well-being and environmental dynamics.

Figure 2: Map of Klong Luang Municipality

Results
Exposure doses (Table 1)
• Approximately 90% of wastewater from sewer line was discharged into canals.
• Ingestion doses and frequency of exposure were estimated
based on a review of literature and questionnaires.

Activity

Reduction
E. coli concentrathrough
tion (MPN/100mL)
washing

Mean of
single
infection
risk

Infection
cases per
year

Swimming
in canal

9.0E+01 - 9.2E+04

2.48E-03

16

None

Fishing and
vegetation
in canal

None

2.57E-04

6

500 - 600

Irrigation of
farmland with 9.0E+01 - 9.2E+04
canal water

1-2 log

1.41E-05

3

Raw
1.2E+01 - 6.65E+02
vegetable
(MPN/g)
consumptions

1-3 log

9.28E-05

26.5

9.0E+01 - 9.2E+04

2.5
5
11

Consumer

Table 2: E. coli concentrations and probability of infectious risk
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30,000 50 - 100 times 40,000
(from interviews) (calculated from
questionnaires)

[h

10 - 100 g/time
(WHO, 2006)

Table 1: Exposure dose for each activity

Although physically closer to natural resources and typically
more directly dependent on them, the local poor often do not
have the necessary access and rights to benefit from natural
resources or protect them against frequent overexploitation by
external actors.

y

Raw
vegetable
consumption

(calculated from Farmer
(from interviews) questionnaires)

ilit

Irrigation of
1 - 10 mL/time
farmland with
(Steyn et al., 2004)
canal water

ib

ss

ce

50 - 100

300 - 365
times

(calculated from Farmer
(from interviews) questionnaires)

8%
6%
4%
2%

0.5

ac

300 - 365
times

Even if closely correlated by location, patterns of poverty
and environmental degradation cannot necessarily be brought
into direct causal relation. Rather, underlying drivers can be
found in actual access of actors to markets, services and natural
resources.

Deforestation rate (1993-1997)

Population
group

0.5

Population

200 - 250

(calculated from Children
questionnaires)

ge

1 - 10 mL/time
(Steyn et al., 2004)

(from interviews)

14%
12%
10%

1.5

Frequency/
year

10 - 100 mL/time 20 - 50 times

Physical accessibility to forests on the other hand proved to
be a strong determinant of forest cover changes. While local accessibility is a key prerequisite for deforestation in the
Lower Mekong Basin, the deforestation capacity of cities is
considerable. Being within reach of provincial, national, or
even international actors has a strong influence on deforestation through the enhanced commercialisation of agricultural
and forestry outputs.

la
Vil

Fishing and
vegetation
in canal

Volume of
ingestion or
contacts (ref.)

(Steyn et al., 2004)

Creating infrastructure often benefits external and better-off
actors as they are able to quickly transform accessibility into
access to services and resources. Poor actors will need time to
adapt and may in the meantime be deprived from their environmental subsistence base.

5

Swimming
in canal

While accessibility to local services is a determining factor
for poverty incidence in Vietnam, actual access is only partly
determined by physical distances, but more so by socio-cultural
distances. Social distances therefore largely determine actual
access.

2.5

Activity

Figure 1: Determinants of poverty in Vietnam (M Epprecht, D Müller, N Minot. 2007, submitted to IFPRI DP series. How Remote Are Vietnam’s
Poor? - An Analysis of Spatial Patterns of Poverty and Inequality in Vietnam’s Society, Discussion Paper. International Food Policy Research
Institute, Washington, DC, USA)

Conclusion
The applied QMRA methodology is suitable to quantify risk
of infection at specific exposure points. Higher than acceptable infection risks were apparent in some water-related activities such as swimming and fishing in the canal, and in canal
vegetation, irrigation on farmland using canal water, and raw
vegetable consumption.

7

Methodology
• 100 out of a total of 10,800 households in Klong Luang
were interviewed in-depth using questionnaires on basic
environmental sanitation services.
• Samples were taken from pathogen pathways such as canal
water and raw vegetables (lettuce), and analysed for concentration of E. coli.
• QMRA was used as method to quantify health risks.

Risk assessments (Table 2)
• All yearly risks exceeded the acceptable risk (1.0E-04) as
described by USEPA (1994).
• The highest yearly risk was due to swimming in canal.
• The greatest health impact was from the consumption of
raw vegetables (265 cases per year) due to the high number
of people exposed to this transmission route.

3.5

Introduction
Environmental sanitation services (faecal sludge, wastewater
and solid waste management) in most peri-urban areas in Thailand are inadequate. Untreated wastes increase health risks.
The number of reported diarrhoeal episodes in Klong Luang
exceeds 2% of the inhabitants. The objective of this study was
to estimate the potential microbial risk posed by E. coli in
water-related activities in Klong Luang municipality.

11

Figure 1: Map of Thailand

Figure 2: Deforestation in the Lower Mekong Basin in relation to
village and city accessibility (A Heinimann. 2006. Patterns of Land
Cover Change in the Lower Mekong Basin. The Relevance of
Mesoscale Approaches, [PhD]. NCCR North-South, University of Bern,
Switzerland.)

However, it is also important to choose colours wisely, as a very colourful design
will not necessarily result in a more attractive poster. Rather than overloading your
poster with different colours, it is advisable to decide on a harmonizing colour
concept that is applied in illustrations and to highlight important elements. The
readability of the poster and the adequateness of the contrast between colours
should be considered at all times. You should also bear in mind that colours might
have a different shade when printed out. (Each printer has its own “calibration”!) If
you have the opportunity to do so, test-print colours before you decide on their use.
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Poster elements
NCCR North-South posters should contain the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Title
Authors, Institutions, JACS
Lead Text
Main Text
lllustrations

Title
Max. 70 characters
(incl. spaces)
The font size (min. 75 pt)
and prominent position
make the title one of the
most noticed and most important elements on a
poster. A careful choice of
wording for the title is
therefore of major importance: The title should not
only indicate what the
poster is about in very few
words: it should also hint
at, why it is worthwhile
to continue reading. However, the max. length of 70
characters for the title will
require condensing the
contents to a core message. It might also be useful to test various versions
of the title on several readers, asking them to say
whether they would read a
posterwith such a title if
they were to come across it
by chance at a conference.

Lead Text
Max. 350 characters
(incl. spaces)

Authors, Institutions,
JACS
Max. 70 characters
(incl. spaces)
Immediately under the
title, the authors, institutions and JACS must be
listed in italics. Do not exceed 70 characters.
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A lead is a strongly
shortened abstract; it can
be compared with the first
paragraph in a newspaper
article. The lead should
clarify and specify what is
hinted at by the title and
offer a short intro-duction
to the most important
aspects of the subject.
With a maximum of 350
characters, it is only a
small text element; but it is
a vital one, as its function
is to keep the passer-by
from moving on and not
reading your poster.

Text
Maximum 1500 characters (incl. spaces)
As you only have a maximum of 1500 characters for this part, choose to describe
just the most important and most meaningful aspects and results. Please note that
the font size should be at least 35 pt and that enough free space should be left
around the text. In order not to overwhelm the viewer with a large amount of flow
text, it is also advisable to use structural elements such as subtitles or bulleted
lists. Titles optically divide the text into manageable pieces for the viewer’s eye,
making selective reading of those parts that are of interest to them possible.

Generally, use text sparingly: try to limit the amount to 50% of the overall space.
Think of displaying contents in alternative ways such as illustrations, tables,
small boxes with key messages, etc. Only the most important contents that
cannot be displayed differently should appear as a continuous text.
Compare the two posters below:
At first glance, which one do you find more attractive?
Ilis delit veliquisis amcommy nullute venis ti nons
aliquat utpatinci tet ipit velit dit magna co loreet

Migration Matters in South Asia

It er il ent wis nim deliquat vulpute dolortinisit aut wis aliquis sectem vullaore delit ulla facing ent incin henit la aut lumsandre

Sanjay Barbora, PANOS Institute, India; Karin Astrid Siegmann, Sustainable Policy Institute, Pakistan; Susan Thieme, Department
of Geography, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Cing er susto odignim vendio odolorp eratin utem zzrit nummy nis am zzrillute faciduisis niscilit wis nim vero con henisi.
Lobor iliquatinci blamet vullaore consectem vent utatuero odolenim ipit ex ea autat dolore consed moluptatie magnit dolorer adigna feum numsand rerostin ullandre faci bla aliquisim adio erat. Ut volendiam zzrit praese do dipisim doloreet luptatu erostrud enisiss endrem non heniscing ea core velis alis alisl ute tet adit, vel
ut lummodigna feu Delessectem delestio cons nim atie dipit lorero eriurem nit praesequate dunt ipit la augait

To erilla facipsum ing el euisciduis aliscip suscip et
To consequatum alit wissequis augiam iustrud el exerostie tations equissequi bla facilis modiam in henim doloreet lorper iliquis duis nos nonsenim dolorperos er augue mod tat. Ed exer
in vullut alis aliquatem diamet, quatissit acidunt augiam volut enibh er si te magnim numsandiat augiamc onsent dolorem vel ipisi erat prat. Ad tat wismodo er incip et, velessenisit nos nostrud te doloreros augait nim venit iriustrud mincil
iriliss equisissi blaor sed tat autpat, suscil utatum at utpatue
dip eu facipsum et ad del ut ing er iurem zzrilit adipisim at.
Pat praesent praesse velis adipismolut iuscil in ut wisisl ut am,
velit aliquissit lore dionsed molor sit utatio essent alit nos dio
dolorercipit wisit auguer iriure con utat lam deliqui scilla faci
blaore veliquat iriure exerit, quis duisit ex et, quis ad enibh
er sed exer iusto dipit auguero commodi pismodit aliquissi.
Loreet prat. Orero dolobor tionsequat ex eriusci tet nonullaore feugait alis am zzrillu msandiat lum vulla adit prat, quisis
nibh el delis nos nosto consent verilit vel el ero odionulput iure
feummy nullame tuerostrud do eugiat. Te modolore tatisit pr
Is nulla faccumsan henisl ut nos adigna consequi bla commod
magna autpat inim dignibh ea augue min ex er auguerostrud

Migration within and out of South Asia has been a practice steeped in historical processes. Patterns of migration vary across the sub-continent, with motivation ranging from aspirations for
upward mobility to escape from socio-economic or political distress. Parallels and differences
in this mobility are addressed by research within the NCCR North-South.

Rat laorercilit et in ea con utatum ip euipisit, quatum quat vendit
ulla feum adit, sumsandre deliquatio dunt er am, cortiniam illum
vel eu faccum do doluptat, qui tin volor suscilis exero commy
nonullamet alit, se dolummod digna feugait dunt praestrud eum
zzril ut accum irilis nullaor eraessenis nostrud ming et utpat volore ese vel iuscip eugiat. Ut aci bla feu feuis nibh eugait luptat.
Em iriure consed tat autem dolenis at dit vel ullam ipisi. Facip eum il exeril ut dolore consed modiamcor atummod digna
Nummolor ipiscinit nonumsandre min velestie minciliquat. Ut

Lendiam zzrit inis alis do od tie tatum vullan henim
Loreet diat velenis et, quam irillaor sum zzril dolore dolenisci
blam incin hendre min hent volortio ese mincipis nit am eugueri ustrud magna alissim vel ut iriustio et pratinit eu facil erciliquamet wis nullaore velit dolorer summy nim alit accum vel
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Dunt exerilis nissent vero delit augait, consequ i magna
Incipsum verostrud tationsequis alissent am, vent at. Olor sequisim
in ut dolut nisl ullaor sustrud mincili quatie venibh enisiscil ulla at.
Ad molorer suscil ilit praessenibh eum quis augue ting exerostrud min volenis adiatio con erat velit am ilit vel ipit ver
inis nummodo core feu faci bla faci essequatet diat prat.
Ugiam, andre eu faccum vullam vulputat, commodiat, sis nulla.
Ad magnim et verat. Ut ad dolorpero doloborem zzrilis er
augiation veliquipit landigna feu facipit ipisim dip eu fa

Incipsum verostrud tationsequis alissent am, vent at. Olor sequisim
in ut dolut nisl ullaor sustrud mincili quatie venibh enisiscil ulla at.
Ad molorer suscil ilit praessenibh eum quis augue ting exerostrud min volenis adiatio con erat velit am ilit vel ipit ver
inis nummodo core feu faci bla faci essequatet diat prat.
Ugiam, vent landre mod eu faccum vullam vulputat,
commodiat,illamco nsecte vent lum ipisit vel dolor sendio dolobore
It wisl el eugait, commy nis aliquatie do dolore feuisim dolor senim
dolore modiatet eratisisit lutem vendipsum endiam quis ate dol

Im zzriustrud te del iurem quatinci ent nullandiat. Iriurer cinciduis etummolobor sumsandre verat, senis do odignibh eu facilis alisi eugait lumsan henim ea am velit lorpero commy nulpute magnism odolor summod dolore magna feuis augait dio
et, cor iurer in hendip ectem dunt luptat. Vel digna conse magna aci et, commod magna feu facilis dipisit illum iriusto dolor
am zzriusci eu facil delenia metummy nullandre dit wismolor
sendionse vel ulla alit, quismodolor illum accum nis eum zzril
ecte magnim vulla feuguer aesequam iuscing ex et wis ad
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Patum exerostrud dipsustions nonsed et nim vero dionsendrer susci et lore modoleniatie mod del eum adipsuscipis alisi.
Er sequis ad min ut ut lortis dions nulla faci blamcons autat,
commolorem quat ent nostie tincili quipis ad magnibh eum irillam zzrit loborpe riliquat do digna consequat. Si euis adignim
adit venibh ercidunt vel ullan vent accum iriuscip ea feugait, si.
Ecte moloreet augue dolorem augue te tat. At iure
magna facil ilisi. Raesequat. Odolobore ent wis num vendion
ullaore dit autet wisciduis at vulla feugait volor sustinc illaor autpat alis num endrem quis nibh exerili quissenibh el ipit iriuree
tueros et laor adiam zzriusting eui eu feugiamet dolestrud dolenim zzriure magna consectem dolore modolortinim quatet landiam iurero eum quismod er ilisim quamet, quatum quiscing ex
eu facinci tie modiam ipis dignim volessi ea facipit, commod et
alit ip enit nis acipis dolor inci tem qui bla corerostie molorperat.
Em nos num dui bla aliquip summodit volore feuisl utet iriure Na facin ulla acil ut volum il et lor sustisc iliquam am, si bla
Ex eugiamc ortisi tatueros eliquatio od digna feuisi tate vullam
ver in henim dunt ip euismolore volore dolore tat. Cum dit lupt

Figure 1: Origin and destinations of migrants from Nepal (map by M. Kollmair and E. Lindberg)

One South Asian commonality is the macro-economic importance of migration (Table 1) and similar major destinations for mobile populations within the region and those
migrating to the Gulf (Figure 1). However, research at individual and household level reveals ambiguities. Migration can reduce poverty, food shortages and vulnerability to
the effects of catastrophes (e.g. the earthquake in Pakistan).
On the other hand, regions where land and employment are
scarce and poverty abundant often become major exodus regions for labour migration. Distress migration leads to further distress. Migrants lack specific labour skills and secure
working and living conditions, and they incur debts. Multi-

Enim nummod tie feuissi bla feugue do od tie magna co
Magnis eumsandipsum in hendrem veniat. Ut alis doluptat. Volore tet at in hendit nismolo rtinim endre feumsan ero corper
alit, volum deliqui psustrud tat. Duipit augiamcore vel endignim quatie eratums andreetum acilisl eraesto elit prat, quisl
iriuscin velit, si tin ullumsa ndiat, consequis del euis dolor
acidunt niam, con eugait, con ullan ullaoreet loboreet, sim dolorem incip exer iure magna feuguer sit acillum ea feugiametue ex eugiamet, commod dignim voluptat. Na faccummodit
lor ad tionsectem quat. Hent iliquat, vullam, commy nulla autpat. Ros et wis atin volobor iriure exeriurer summolor sequat.

local householding, long distance parenting and caretaking
enforce distress. An even darker side is the forced displacement of people. Propelled by poverty, political uncertainty
and violence, refugees flee from conflicts in Sri Lanka (to India) and Afghanistan (to Pakistan); Nepali-speaking citizens
flee from Bhutan (to Nepal); and ethnic minorities such as
Nagas and Chins flee from Burma (to Northeast India).
We conclude that migration does not always generate upward
social mobility and success, but has also led to stories of loss,
violence and tragedy. The dignity of migrants and their economic contributions must be appreciated worldwide. Therefore, interventions at national and international level are required, in order to reduce threats to human security (poverty,
marginalisation, conflict) that trigger migration flows, and to
assure non-discriminatory laws protecting migrants’ living
and working conditions.
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nulput nibh elit vulluptat at volore volortio consequ atinit, consequatuer irilla faci bla commy non vulputem quis eugait lutet irilit utat doloreet dolor susto dipsustrud tatuer sum nonsent irit accum nulput incidunt do estrud dignisl dolut nullaore
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Figure 2 Nepalese women in Delhi, India running their credit association (Photo by S. Thieme 2005)
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Table 1: Remittances, foreign direct investment (FDI), exports and official development aid (ODA) flows to Pakistan, 2000-2004 (million
USD) (World Bank 2006)

Illustrations and tables
2-4 figures or 1-2 figures + 1 table
Figures and diagrams play an important role in catching the audience’s attention.
Well-chosen illustrations can contribute significantly to the success of a poster.
But please note that the large size of posters requires very high resolution (300
dpi) for photos and other bitmapped material.
It is extremely important to make sure your
photos, logos and other bitmaps are at least
300 dpi at the size you need for your poster (i.e.
very large!). Lower resolution leads to fuzzylooking figures with hundreds of little squares
that impair the overall “reading” of the image.

Bear in mind that the original size of the figures must be approximately 210 x
300 mm for portait format and for 445 x 300 mm for landscape format. Anything
below this will strongly compromise the quality of the picture when the poster is
printed.

If you change the size of
figures, make sure you
maintain the correct proportions: Do not stretch or
squeeze any figures!

In addition to these purely technical aspects, it is necessary to be aware of the
importance of the contents of photos, graphs, diagrams, etc. Do not use them
as simple “space-fillers”: they should be chosen as essential meaning-bearing
components of the poster. Only if the figures and tables support and strengthen
the message of the poster will they be an integral part of a coherent poster.
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Furthermore it is important to make sure that all illustrations are completely selfexplanatory and do not require additional information. This is especially the case
for graphs. All axes and units must be labelled correctly and the legend has to be
displayed visibly. For diagrams and schemes, the rule is: “the simpler the better”
(because the more readable).
Finally, if you need to add your institution’s logo, please make sure you use it
correcty. Institutions usually have clear rules regulating the use of their logos and
corporate identity.

Captions, sources and copyright
All illustrations and tables require a caption: try to keep your comments brief. In
addition, each illustration and table needs a correct credit or source.
If you use someone else’s material, remember to inquire beforehand whether you
have the right to use it. This is not only a matter of courtesy: using material
without acknowledging sources might get you into legal trouble because of
copyright laws. It is your responsibility as an author to secure copyrigh for other
people’s material, be it text, illustrations or tables.

Should it not be possible for you to design a poster that meets the requirements of
the NCCR North-South, the MC will be pleased to advise you. In this case, please
write yourself to nccr-north-south@cde.unibe.ch
All examples used in these guidelines can be found in the pre-conference
proceedings of the ICRD 2008. You can download this file from the following link:
www.nccr-north-south.unibe.ch/publications/Infosystem/Online%20Dokumente/
Upload/ICRD2008_Conference_Reader_def3_screen.pdf
InDesign templates for the different poster structures can be downloaded from
www.nccr-north-south.unibe.ch under “other Documents and Media” and the search
criterion “poster template”.

For further ideas about successful design and use of posters, the NCCR NorthSouth Management Centre recommends the following open access paper:
Erren TC, Bourne PE. 2007. Ten simple rules for a good poster presentation.
PLoS Computation Biology 3(5):0777-0778.
Available at: http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/picrender.fcgi?artid=1876493
&blobtype=pdf.
Edited by: Anne Zimmermann, Management Centre
Version: 1.0, March 2009
© NCCR North-South
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